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Upcoming Events:
-Domestic: India’s Foreign Exchange
Reserve for the week ended September
21, 2018., India Infrastructure Output for
August 2018., India Fiscal Deficit for
August 2018.

Nifty Intra-week Chart

The Nifty ended with a Hanging Man candle for the third consecutive week. It broke down the lower end of the range 11,68011,350 defined by us in our previous weekly communication. Aggressive selloff on the last trading session led to end the week
below 11,200 mark, which is a concern for the aggressive bulls. Bank Nifty closing below 200 EMA placed around 26,120 on daily
chart is a major drawback. Hence, staying cautious on rise is advised. Further, thorough technical study of the weekly as well as the
daily chart patterns suggests; the Nifty broader trading range for the coming week is expected to be 11,250-11,000.
The Nifty ended 0.81% down at 11,143.10. Following global cues it opened gap up and got sold off from day’s high 11,346 towards
breaking down critical supports placed around 11,250 and 11,210. Aggressive selloff on the last session of the week followed by
closing below 11,200 mark suggests, this weakness is likely to persists in coming sessions as well. Hence, staying cautious on rise is
advised. Needless to say, 11,250 may now continue to act as the major demarcation between bulls and bears.
On the weekly chart the benchmark index ended 3.23% down. It started the week on a weaker note and continued its downfall
throughout the week breaking down critical supports placed around 11,250 and 11,210 levels towards ending the week with a big
bearish candle. Ending with a hanging man candle for the third consecutive week implies, it may continue facing selling pressure on
rise. However, being extremely oversold on daily chart it may now get into a trading band. 11,250 is going to be a critical resistance
for the coming week.
Nifty patterns on multiple time frames show; the benchmark index finished off with a bearish hanging man candle for the third
consecutive week, pointing towards range bound movement with downward bias. Further, Nifty broader trading range for the
coming week is expected to be 11,250-11,000.
Nifty pivotal supports & resistances for the coming weekSupports- 11060, 11000 Resistances- 11170, 11250

-Global: Japan BOJ Monetary Policy
Meeting minutes., The U.S. FOMC
Meeting., The U.S. New Home Sales for
August 2018., The U.S. MBA Mortgage
Application for the week ended September 21, 2018., ECB Non Monetary Policy
Meeting., China Industrial Profit for
August 2018., Euro Area Business Confidence for September 2018., The U.S.
Initial Jobless Claims for September 22,
2018., The U.S. Fed Press Conference.,
The U.S. Durable Goods Orders for August 2018., The U.S. GDP for Q2 2018.,
The U.S. Pending Home Sales for August
2018., China Caixin Manufacturing PMI
for September 2018., Japan Unemployment Rate for August 2018., Japan Industrial Production and Retail Sales for August 2018., Euro Area Flash Inflation for
September 2018., The U.S. Personal
Income and Personal Spending for August 2018.

Open positional callsPositional T+3 BuyFuture Segment- GAIL Fut on dips @
385, TGT- 399, SL- 378
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Intraday Chart of Sensex

Market Turnover (In Crore) 21-09-2018
Name

Last

FII Derivatives Flow (In Crore) 21-09-2018

Previous

Instrument

Purchase

Sale

Net

NSE Cash

66046.89

33074.31

Index Future

9308.84

7744.81

1564.03

NSE F&O

1333834.52

2050327.67

Index Option

175393.97

180134.41

-4740.45

BSE Cash

5,256.23

3,122.20

Stock Future

28382.45

27766.91

615.54

BSE F&O

0.20

0.14

Stock Option

18780.03

19065.10

-285.07

NIFTY Top Gainers
Name

%1D

Institutional Flow (In Crore) 19-09-2018*

%5D

BPCL

3.14 12.67

HPCL

2.65

IOCL

Day Vol

Avg 5 Day Vol

8,147,865.00

7,085,289.00

7.32

10,322,727.00

6,238,909.00

1.92

7.06

9,298,030.00

6,161,626.00

IOC

3.00

6.07

19,078,869.00

8,227,486.00

Gail India

1.46

5.42

7,864,409.00

4,833,092.00

NIFTY Top Losers
Name

%1D

%5D

Day Vol

Avg 5 Day Vol

Axis Bank

1.58

5.70

24,788,799.00

10,654,860.00

Lupin

2.10

7.20

4,484,082.00

3,350,829.00

Indiabulls Finance

8.38

7.24

13,491,794.00

2,098,717.00

Bajaj Finance

4.81

8.27

5,750,880.00

1,855,328.00

29.04 27.94

293,552,756.00

25,545,880.00

Yes Bank

Bulk and Block Deals
https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/equities/bulk.htm
http://www.bseindia.com/markets/equity/EQReports/
BulknBlockDeals.aspx

*Data not updated till 6PM

Institution Purchase Sale

Net (Last Day) Net Wk

Net Mnth

FII

4265.45

6450

-2184.55

-3,434.82

-6,738.06

DII

3962.55

2761.25

1201.30

1,285.60

5,222.31

Market in Retrospect
Indian equity benchmarks fell for a fourth day in a row
paced by losses in Yes Bank, Indiabulls Housing Finance
and Bajaj Finance. Sensex fell 0.75% to 280 points and
the Nifty dropped 0.8% or 91 points to 11,143.
Nifty PSU Banks were the top loser, losing by 6.82%,
followed by Nifty Bank & Nifty Media, which were
down by 4.56% & 3.45% respectively. Nifty Metal was
the top gainer, gaining by 1.15%.
BPCL was the top gainer, up by 12.67%, followed by
HPCL & IOCL, which were up by 7.32% & 7.06% respectively. Yes Bank was the top loser, losing by 27.94%,
followed by Bajaj Finance & Indiabulls Housing Finance, which were down by 8.27% & 7.24% respectively.
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Asian Indices were up over the week.
Asian markets extend recovery as
trade worries take back seat. Nikkei225
was the highest gainer, gaining 4.59%
over
the
week.
BRIC Indices were mostly up barring
Indian benchmark Indices. Sensex and
Nifty were down 2.32% and 1.99%
respectively over the week. Indian
indices were dragged mainly by finance
stocks.
NSE VIX stood at 15.54 up 9.02% over
the week.

MSCI Indices performed well this week. A
rally in Chinese markets helped lift the
MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares
outside Japan to go up by 1.51%.
European Index headed for its best week in
six months, led by miners and carmakers .US
stocks market’s march to new record highs
was driven by investors shrugging off ongoing trade tensions and rising interest rates
and focusing on the strong growth outlook
for
the US
economy.
CBOE VIX stood at 11.93, down 1.16% over
the week.

Asian Indices
Nikkei225
Hang Seng
STI
Taiwan
KOSPI

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
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0.82
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7.43
5.19
17.31
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BRIC Indices
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5.85
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0.01
0.32
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5.15
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1115.40
0.45
0.11
0.29
0.26
1.56

INR continues to struggle with the fall of 0.49% over
the week. The Indian Bond yield fell 0.64% over the
week. USD dollar gained 0.16% in the last trading day.
The US Bond yield was up by 2.79% over the week.
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5.00
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Gold and
Silver rose 1%
and 2.11%
respectively
over the week
as USD demand eases.
Among LME,
Except Lead
which fell
1.18%, all the
other metals
ended the
week on positive note. Zinc
posted 5.10%
gains followed by
Copper and
Nickel which
gained 3.93%
and 3.32%
over the
week.

News Impact
Key AGM Highlights
Usha Martin Limited


Usha Martin Limited reported Q1 revenue of INR1,384 Cr (up 15% YoY), EBITDA of INR232 Cr (up
114% YoY) and PAT of INR12 Cr (up 112%) over last year.



The Company has a net debt of INR4600 Cr as of 31st March 2018, and a Principal Repayment of
INR320 Cr been made for FY18.



The Management gave a strong positive outlook for the wire rope segment where EBITDA Margin has
grown by 20-25% over last year.



The MD of the Company stated that they have hired Investment Banks in order to sell the steel segment of the company. However, they confirmed that no offer has been made by any parties as of yet.
The MD also stated that any offer would be evaluated viewing the benefits to be achieved in order to
strengthen the balance sheet and reduce the debts.

News Impact
Domestic News
Government's plan to increase custom tariffs on Steel Imports to 15% to boost confidence of domestic steel players
Since the announcement of US steel and aluminium import tariffs, the global focus has shifted towards
saving the interests of domestic labour intensive industries, like iron and steel mills.
India used to be a net exporter of steel over last couple of years. However, in Q1 FY19, India became a
net importer of steel as steel exports decreased by 33% YoY and imports increased by 11%, on the back
of strong demand of steel in domestic market, especially from Automotive and Construction sector. Steel
consumption the the first quarter rose by 9.2% YoY domestically while finished steel production rose by
5.3% YoY for the same quarter.
Thus it can be clearly said that the change in import-export patterns is entirely driven by the increasing
demand of steel in domestic market where prices of steel products are always a pinch higher than the
global prices. The World Steel Association has in their short term outlook of April 2018, given a forecast
of 5.5% increase in consumption of steel in CY18 and 6% in CY19, whose figures have been mostly conservative on India's demand growth in recent times.
There are also considerations on raw materials, specially coal whose prices have increased by more than
+10% since late last year. Power Ministry has however opposed any tariffs on coal accrued to the low
confidence on state run Coal India's capability to increase production. Any tariff on coal imports woul
hurt the domestic steel makers as well since India imports 85% of Coking coal used in metallurgical purposes.
The current custom tariffs on Long Steel products are at 12.5% and Flat Steel Products at 10%, which are
proposed by Steel Ministry to be increased to 15%. Customs are also proposed on Stainless Steel and Alloy & Electrical products of 15% again. Such a tariff would be enough to mitigate the difference between
domestic and global steel prices, and can be seen as a Government backing for last year's National Steel
Policy ensuring market for increasing domestic steel production.

IHCL & ITC submits bid for Taj Mansingh
The Indian Hotels Co. Ltd, the current operator along with ITC Hotels have submitted their bids for the
property. The companies have complied with the technical requirements and other mandates. Every details and criterion has been approved for the final e-bidding process which is on September 28.

News Impact
Fundamentally Positive for JSPL-SAIL’s failure to prove beneficial for JSPL


Indian Railways requires 15 lakh tonnes of Rail Steel for FY18-19 for track renewal and other maintenances of older tracks.



Notably, SAIL’s Bhilai Steel Plant had supplied 8.7 lakh tonnes of Rail Steel last year FY18 to Indian
Railways and is supplying around 70,000 tonnes of rail steel per month to railways.



On the other hand, JSPL had supplied 1.5 lakh tonnes (including 20,000 tonnes of hardened Rail) of
Rail Steel to Iranian Railways and has capacity to upto 1 million MTPA of Rail Steel. The Company produced 1.65 million tonnes of crude steel in Q1 FY19 and is continuously ramping up the new integrated plant at Angul which has a capacity of 6 million tonnes.



Hence, it can be inferred that SAIL will be able to supply somewhere around 8.5-9 lakh tonnes of Rail
Steel to Railways still short from the revised target of 12 lakh tonnes by 3-3.5 lakh tonnes. JSPL had
earlier in July received order of 1 lakh tonnes and qualifies the only other rail steel maker domestically which can fill in bagging a minimum of another 2 lakh tonnes of order from Indian Railways worth
around INR1,000 Cr. On the other hand, Railways may even go with more orders in tune with previous stated requirement of 15 lakh tonnes.

Sensex down 300 points, after plunging more than 1,100 points
The benchmark equity index Sensex was trading more than 300 points lower on Friday afternoon as nervousness over housing finance companies bothered investors. The Sensex, though, had recovered after
dropping as much as 1,500 points from day’s high. Markets dropped sharply in reaction to a sharp selloff
in DHFL. DHFL shares fell as much as 59.67%, a level last seen on 5 January 2017. The stock later recovered some losses but still traded 39.76% lower. The sentiment for financials has been weak in recent
times owing to issues with the IL &FS group and the Reserve Bank of India denying a three-year extension
to Yes Bank’s chief executive officer Rana Kapoor, asking him to step down after 31 January 2019.

What Amazon-More deal means for offline retail in India
Amazon, along with private equity firm Samara Capital, has agreed to buy Aditya Birla Group’s food and
grocery retail chain, More, which runs 523 supermarkets and 20 hypermarkets. The buy doubles down on
Amazon’s strategy to build its food retail business and groceries, for which it has allocated $500 million.
The retail giant was in talks with RP Goenka Group’s supermarket chain, Spencer’s Retail Ltd, but the talks
fell through. It makes sense for Amazon to tap into the $60 billion organized retail market, given ecommerce is just 2% of total retail sales, according to Morgan Stanley.

Karnataka government cuts fuel prices by INR2 per litre
Karnataka Chief Minister announced the coalition government's decision to cut petrol and diesel prices
by INR2 per litre. The announcement comes in the wake of political pressure building against Kumaraswamy after Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal governments reduced fuel prices. Now, Fuel prices
are the steepest in Maharashtra and the lowest in Andaman and Nicobar.

News Impact
Govt set to announce lower borrowing programme next week
The government next week plans to announce lower than expected borrowing needs for the second half
of the fiscal year ending in March, in a move that could remove some nervousness in the bond market.
Senior Indian government officials met with a select group of market participants earlier this week and
assured them that the bond market borrowing programme for October to March would be lower than
expected. “It was very clearly communicated that the government is sensitive to market apprehensions
and will steer away from any negative or populist steps. There won’t be any rise in the borrowing program, there can only be a reduction if any.

Mr. Alok Sonig is joining Lupin as Chief Executive of US Market


Lupin announced the appointment of Alok Sonig as CEO, US generics and Global Head Generics R&D
and Biosimilar. Mr. Alok will lead and have overall responsibility for US generic business including
R&D in India and US, commercial side of the business in US. He also will be responsible for global Biosimilar business.



In the Biosimilar font Lupin is a late starter but progressing well. Recently Lupin has partnered with
Mylan for distribution of their Biosimilar Eternercept named Enbrel. Lupin also has a strong pipeline
of Biosimilars like Ranibuzumab, Pegfilgrastim, Denosumab, Pertuzumab, Aflibercept.



Before joining Lupin Mr. Alok Sonig was CEO, Developed Markets in Dr.Reddy’s Lab.



Earlier he was the Managing Director & Vice President, Commercialization Excellence & Business
Model Innovation in Bristol Myers Squibb.

Blackstone makes all-cash offer for PNB Housing Finance
Blackstone is the sole bidder to express an all-cash deal interest to buy out PNB Housing Finance. The
company is likely to shortlist seven investors in the first round by this weekend. Blackstone is the only
bidder to have expressed its intention to pay an all-cash deal to buy out PNB Housing Finance. The bidders are reposing a lot of trust on the senior management of the housing finance company and want
them to continue after the stake sale process is completed. Blackstone is likely to form a consortium
after winning the bid.

TVS Motor enters Mexican market by partnering Torino Motors
TVS Motor Company announced their association with leading distributer in the Mexican region, Torino
Motors, a subsidiary of Groupo Autofin to participate in the growing North American market. In the first
year of the association, Torino Motors will work with TVS Motor Company to open 40 exclusive stores in
the country for the distribution of two-wheelers. With over 40 years of experience in the region, Torino
Motors specialises in automobile and retail finance. As a part of this association, Torino Motors will distribute the vast range of TVS Motor Company two-wheeler offerings including:TVS XL100 HD, TVS HLX
150,TVS STRYKERT, TVS Apache RTR 160, 180 and 200, TVS Apache RR 310T, TVS WEGO, TVS NTORQ 125,
TVS ROCKZT and TVS Neo.

News Impact
Textile, apparel exports in August up 18% at INR21,895 crore


The exports of textile and apparel grew 18% in August 2018 to stood at INR21,895 crore as compared
to INR18,533 crore in August 2017. Similarly, the cumulative figures (April-August 2018) grew 6% at
INR1,01,727 crore as compared to INR95,888 crore during April-August 2017.



The export of textile yarn fabric, made-ups for August 2018 grew 32% to INR1,196 crore as compared
to INR907 crore and for the five month period of the current fiscal, the growth was 11% to INR5,347
crore as compared to INR4,799 crore in the April-August 2017 period.



Exports of cotton yarn fabrics, made-ups, handloom products in August 2018 grew 39% to INR7,456
crore as compared to INR5,380 crore in August 2017. Similarly, the exports of man-made yarn fabrics,
made-ups grew 24% to INR3,196 crore in August 2018.



This is fundamentally positive for Gokaldas Export, PGIL, PDS Multinational Fashion etc.

Samara-Amazon acquires Kumar Mangalam Birla's More retail chain
Samara Capital and Amazon has just signed the deal to acquire Aditya Birla Group’s food and grocery retail chain, More, for an enterprise valuation of around INR4200 crore. The board of Aditya Birla Retail Ltd
(ABRL) gave the nod to the deal and ABRL owns and operates 575 More stores. Home grown private equity fund, Samara acquired majority 51% in Kumar Mangalam Birla’s ABRL while Amazon's investment arm,
Amazon.com NV Investment Holdings LLC, the balance 49%. The deal will be subjective to the clearance
from the Competition Commission of India (CCI). The deal will effectively wipe out the entire debt in
ABRL’s book, which stood at about INR4000 crore as of March 2018. More is the fourth largest supermarket chain in the country after Future Group’s Big Bazaar, Reliance Retail and DMart. Samara-Amazon is
backing existing management team of ABRL which will continue to run the company. The sales target of
More for 2018-19 is growth of about 15% to touch around INR5050 crore.

SBI to sell eight NPAs to recover dues worth over INR3900 Crore
State Bank of India will sell eight non-performing assets to recover dues worth over INR3900 crore and
has invited bids from asset reconstruction companies and financial institutions. Of the eight accounts on
the block, Kolkata-based Rohit Ferro Tech has the highest loan outstanding against it at INR1320.37
crore, followed by Indian Steel Corporation Ltd. at INR928.97 crore. Jai Balaji Industries’ outstanding is at
INR859.33 crore and Mahalaxmi TMT Pvt. Ltd. is at INR409.78 crore. The remaining accounts belong to
Impex Ferro Tech Ltd. (INR200.67 crore), Kohinoor Steel Pvt. Ltd. (INR110.17 crore), Modern India Concast Ltd. (INR71.16 crore) and Ballarpur Industries Ltd. (INR47.17 crore). SBI has asked the interested asset reconstruction companies/ financial institutions to conduct the due diligence of these assets with immediate effect after submitting expression of interest and executing a non-disclosure agreement with the
bank. The e-bidding for these accounts will take place on Sept. 26.

News Impact
Aurobindo Pharma Ltd is pleased to announce that the company has received approval
Aurobindo Pharma Limited is pleased to announce that the company has received approval from the
South African Health Products Regulatory Authority (SAHPRA) for its Dolutegravir, Lamivudine and
Tenofovir Disoproxil Fumarate (DLT) tablets, 50mg/300mg/300mg, the first-line preferred regimen for
HIV patients as per latest WHO guidelines. Aurobindo is now among the first few companies which has
received approval for this product. This approval demonstrates our commitment towards HIV patients
and enables the company to participate in South African HIV tender as well as launch in private market.

CNG prices likely to rise 12-14% in Oct


Higher global crude oil & natural gas prices are seen to drive up the price at which domestically produced gas is sold in the country.



Domestically produced natural gas is set to cost more — its second steepest hike since the implementation of the New Domestic Gas policy, 2014. According to industry watchers, the price, which is revised every six months, will see an increase of 12-14 % from the current $3.06 per million British thermal units (mBtu) for the second half of FY19.



“We believe the prices of domestic natural gas for the October 2018-March 2019 period will increase
from the current $3.06/mBtu to approximately $3.43/mBtu.



This is positive for IGL, Mahanagar gas, & Gujarat Gas etc. IGL has already hikes the price of CNG and
PNG in Delhi to INR42.60 per kg (up INR0.63) and INR28.25 per scm (up INR1.11), respectively.



A higher gas price affects the margins of the power and sponge iron industries, among others like
Kajaria ceramics, Cera Sanitaryware, Tata Sponge, Tata Metaliks etc.

Infosys told to pay Rajiv Bansal outstanding severance of INR12.17 crore
An arbitral tribunal has directed Infosys Ltd to pay former chief financial officer Rajiv Bansal an outstanding severance of INR12.17 crore with interest. The award acknowledges that Infosys had bona fide disputes and that its counter claim for refund of previously paid severance amount of INR5.2 crores and
damages, has been rejected. Infosys will take legal advice for necessary actions to be undertaken in respect of the award.

OVL to exit Kazakhstan's Satpayev oil block
ONGC Videsh Ltd, the overseas investment arm of state-owned Oil and Natural Gas Corp (ONGC), plans to
exit Kazakhstan's Satpayev block after it could not find commercially exploitable oil. OVL had in April 2011
bought 25% of Satpayev oil block. It paid USD13 million as a signing amount to Kazakhstan and an additional USD80 million as a one-time assignment fee to JSC NC KazMunaiGas (KMG), the national oil company. OVL drilled the committed two exploration wells on the block without any commercial hydrocarbon
success and that’s why OVL decided to exit from the Satpayav contract after the expiry of the first extension of exploration phase on June 15 this year. The company had sent almost USD300 million (about
INR1730 crore) on the block so far.

News Impact
Mahindra & Mahindra all charged up for a hatchback drive
Mahindra & Mahindra, India’s leading SUV specialist, is considering its first ground-up hatchback as part
of its plan to have a range of cars to hold its own in the fiercely competitive Indian passenger vehicles
market. Company may tap into the development expertise of Italian design house Pininfarina to plan a
hatchback with electric power train, and Ford for a midsized sedan, or it may even plan amid-sized sedan
on its own. Having lost out to Maruti Suzuki in the utility vehicle space, the company doesn’t want to surrender its first-mover advantage in the electric vehicle (EV) space, with Maruti, Hyundai and Toyota eyeing this emerging space. Having lost out to Maruti Suzuki in the utility vehicle space, the company
doesn’t want to surrender its first-mover advantage in the electric vehicle (EV) space, with Maruti, Hyundai and Toyota eyeing this emerging space. Mahindra will have to invest USD110-USD120 million on the
project if it decides to go ahead with the hatchback plans.

Supreme Court lifts ban on sale of Saridon and 2 other drugs
The Supreme Court lifted ban on sale of Saridon and two other drugs. The government had last week
banned 328 combination drugs in a blow to both domestic and foreign pharmaceutical firms. According
to the president of the Indian Drug Manufacturers’ Association, the ban on 328 combination drugs would
have an impact on a market worth an estimated INR1600 crore a year. Combination drugs are used to
improve patients’ compliance, as it is easier to get patients to take one drug rather than several. But inconsistent enforcement of drug laws has led to a proliferation of such medicines based on state approvals, rather than from the central government. Health authorities have warned that the increasing use of
antibiotic combinations may be contributing to antibiotic resistance, with India of particular concern because of the large volume of combination drugs being taken.

Adani, IOC, BPCL, Torrent big winners of city gas licences
Oil regulator PNGRB declared the final list of winners of city gas retailing licences that had billionaire Gautam Adani group, state-owned Indian Oil Corp (IOC), Bharat Petroleum Corp Ltd (BPCL) and Torrent Gas
as the big winner. Adani Gas won rights to retail CNG to automobiles and piped cooking gas to households and industries in 13 cities on its own and another nine, including Allahabad, in a joint venture with
IOC, according to results of 84 cities that were bid out in the country's biggest city gas distribution (CGD)
bid round. According to the list of winners put out by Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board
(PNGRB), IOC on its own won rights to seven cities, including Coimbatore and Salem in Tamil Nadu and
Guna in Madhya Pradesh. Bharat Gas Resources Ltd, a unit of state-owned BPCL, won a licence for 11
cities like Amethi and Rai Bareli in Uttar Pradesh and Ahmednagar in Maharashtra, while Torrent Gas Pvt
Ltd made 10 winning bids that included ones for Chennai, Alwar in Rajasthan, Moradabad in Uttar Pradesh and Karaikal in Puducherry. State gas utility GAIL's retailing arm, GAIL Gas, managed rights for five
cities, including Dehradun. Indraprastha Gas Ltd, the firm that retails CNG in the national capital, won city
gas rights for Meerut and Muzaffarnagar in Uttar Pradesh.

News Impact
GMR Infrastructure Limited
Govt. of Greece has today issued Letter of Award to the consortium of GMR Airports Limited, a subsidiary
of GMR Infrastructure Ltd, and TERNA Group for the Development, Operations and Management of New
International Airport of Heraklion at Crete. GMR Airports Limited is the designated Airport Operator in
the consortium for this project. This follows the Consortium being declared provisional contractor in June
2017.

Orchid Pharma Limited
Pursuant to the ongoing corporate lnsolvency resolution process ol the company, Hon'hle Nanonal company Law Tnbunal, Channai Bench by its order dated Seplembev 17, ms (recelved by the company on
September 20, 2018) has approved the resolunon plan submilled by lngen capllal Group LLC, USA under
Seulon 3: 0! me Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2015.

India To Witness A Phased Onset Of Electric Vehicles, Says Bosch
Bosch Ltd. expects a phased onset of electric vehicles in India, where its internal combustion enginepowered counterparts will remain dominant. Electric and hybrid vehicles will enter the Indian market in a
‘transition phase’, the company’s India Group President and Managing Director Soumitra Bhattacharya.
Bosch expect the two- and three-wheeler segments to make the initial foray into electric, followed by
buses and then passenger cars. Bosch spent around INR460 crore in capital expenditure last year. The
company plans to invest INR1,700 crore over the next three years in India, including capital to revamp its
Bengaluru facility, its group Chairman of the Board of Management. There is a big challenge in BS-VI—in
terms of time-frame and engineering requirements. He had also said Bosch is well prepared “because of
our parent plus a long heritage of India to provide these (the solutions).

News Impact
Global News
Curious Oil-Price Divergence Surprises Market as Trump Hits Iran
Brent crude outperforms Dubai even as Mideast oil demand rises. The relationship between two major
oil benchmarks is charting an unexpected course as U.S. sanctions take Iranian crude out of the market.
As demand for alternative Middle Eastern supply increases, regional marker Dubai crude has reason to
strengthen.

World's Top Steel Industry Hits the Beach in Win for Miners
China moving more plants to coastal provinces in reform push. The world’s largest steel industry is on the
move. Capacity in China is being shifted toward the coast in a boost for iron ore miners Vale SA, BHP Billiton Ltd. and Rio Tinto Group as more capacity gets relocated away from inland provinces, with mills constructing larger, more efficient plants.

Fitch revises outlook on Tata Motors to 'negative'
Global ratings agency Fitch Ratings on Thursday said it has revised the outlook on Tata Motors to
'negative' from 'stable' on expectations that higher capital spending at Jaguar Land Rover will result in
negative free cash flow in the current and the next financial year.

Facebook to Give Less Direct Support to Trump in 2020 Campaign
Social network has been questioned about its help in 2016. Facebook Inc. said that for future presidential
campaigns, it will pull back from the kind of on-site support it gave Donald Trump for his 2016 presidential race - a relationship that came under scrutiny by Congress.

Steel Futures in China Climb on Infrastructure Demand
Rebar futures advance for fifth day after Chinese policymakers pledge to improve nation’s infrastructure.
Demand outlook for the rest of 2018 and 2019 seen stable as China rolls out more infrastructure projects
to counteract external headwinds and protect growth.

Oil's Near USD79 as Saudis Indicate Comfort With Higher Prices
Oil traded near the highest level in a week after Saudi Arabia was said to be comfortable with global
benchmark Brent crude prices rising above USD80 a barrel. The world’s biggest crude exporter believes it
may no longer be possible to avoid higher prices as U.S. sanctions on Iranian exports crimp supply.

India Is Said to Plan More Than Doubling of Sugar Export Aid
Government will consider proposal to provide 45b rupees (USD617 million) assistance to sugar mills to
boost exports in the year starting Oct. 1, according to two people familiar with the matter. The plan includes assistance of 13.88 rupees/100kg of sugar cane vs 5.5 rupees in 2017-18, the people say, asking
not to be identified citing rules. Govt also plans to reimburse transport and handling charges between
1,000 rupees and 3,000 rupees per ton to move sugar from mill gates to ports.

News Impact
Australia's Coal Grade Premium Will Narrow as Supply Expands
Price gap of Newcastle coal over lower-grade material will narrow as premium Australian supply incentivized to grow at current prices. As European prices haven’t kept pace with Australian coal, producers of
high-quality supply such as Colombia and Russia may redirect exports from Europe to Pacific Basin.
Japan’s demand for premium coal also set to gradually decline due to nuclear restarts.

China's Potash Deal Is Latest Sign of Global Fertilizer Rebound
While most grains and soft commodities are little changed or down in the past couple of years, two types
of crop nutrients are on the up. Phosphate prices have been climbing and potash has recovered from a
decade low. The latest sign of a more expensive market came Monday, when Belarus signed a benchmark
deal with China that raised potash-supply prices by 26 percent.

India's 2018 Oil Demand Growth Forecast Likely to Be Cut by IEA
A weaker rupee and strong oil prices have derailed the recovery in India's oil products demand growth,
with International Energy Agency demand forecasts likely to be cut. The IEA's 283,000 barrels a day (283
kbd) oil products demand-growth forecast for India is extremely optimistic and likely to be cut. It requires
September-December demand to grow 400 kbd or 80% higher than the run-rate of 223 kbd through August. That is already 43% less that 2016's from 388 kbd.

Copper Gets Hit as Trump's Tariffs Threaten Outlook for Demand
Copper slumped with other industrial metals after President Donald Trump ratcheted up the trade war
between the world’s two biggest economies with a fresh sweep of tariffs on Chinese imports that’ll kick
in next week and may be followed by yet another round of levies.

Events
CORPORATE ACTION BONUS / RIGHTS / STOCK SPLIT / DIVIDEND / FCCB / M&A / WARRANTS ETC.
Company

Record Date

Ex-Date

Details

Hind Aluminium Industry ltd

Cash dividend of INR1.60 effective 24/09/2018

Hinduja Global Solutions Ltd

Cash dividend of INR2.50 effective 26/09/2018

Accelya Kale Solutions Ltd

Cash dividend of INR32 effective 27/09/2018

DHP India Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 24/09/2018

Hinduja Ventures Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 24/09/2018

LT Foods Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 24/09/2018

Finolex Cables Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 25/09/2018

Rural Electrification Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 25/09/2018

Bharat Electronics

Corporate meeting effective 25/09/2018

Godfrey Phillips Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 25/09/2018

NMDC Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 26/09/2018

Lux Industries Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 27/09/2018

DCW Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 27/09/2018

Domestic Events


September 28, 2018: India’s Foreign Exchange Reserve for the week ended September 21, 2018., India Infrastructure
Output for August 2018., India Fiscal Deficit for August 2018.

Global Events


September 25, 2018: Japan BOJ Monetary Policy Meeting minutes.



September 26, 2018: The U.S. FOMC Meeting., The U.S. New Home Sales for August 2018., The U.S. MBA Mortgage Application for the week ended September 21, 2018., ECB Non Monetary Policy Meeting.



September 27, 2018: China Industrial Profit for August 2018., Euro Area Business Confidence for September 2018., The
U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for September 22, 2018., The U.S. Fed Press Conference., The U.S. Durable Goods Orders for
August 2018., The U.S. GDP for Q2 2018., The U.S. Pending Home Sales for August 2018.



September 28, 2018: China Caixin Manufacturing PMI for September 2018., Japan Unemployment Rate for August
2018., Japan Industrial Production and Retail Sales for August 2018., Euro Area Flash Inflation for September 2018., The
U.S. Personal Income and Personal Spending for August 2018.

Source of News : The content may have been taken from The Economic Times, Business Standard, Business Line,
Mint and other leading financial newspapers and financial portals BSE,NSE, Bloomberg, Moneycontrol & others.
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